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RESPONDENTS' APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF THE JANUARY 10. 2006 ORDER
THAT EXCLUDES RELEVANT EVIDENCE CONCERNING THE FTC'S
PRE-COMPLAINT INVESTIGATION AND ABRIGES RESPONDENTS'
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
Respondents request review ofthe portion of

your Honor's January 10,2006 Order

("Order") that excludes evidence concerning Respondents' efforts, during the pre-Complaint
investigation by the Commission, to obtain guidance from the Commission concerng the

Commission's substantiation standards. i (Order at 8-9). Respondents request that your Honor
certify the portions of

the Order for interlocutory review under Rule 3.23(b) or, in the alternative,

to reconsider and to reverse that Order.

I. INTRODUCTION
The Order states that "pre-Complaint investigations are clearly irrelevant to the present
matters. . ." (Order at 8) and cites to In re Exxon Corporation for the proposition that "Once the
i A copy of the portion of the Order from which appeal is being taken is included at Attachment A.

Commission has. . . issued a complaint, the issue to be litigated is not the adequacy of the
its study of

Commission's pre-complaint information or the diligence of

the material in question

but whether the alleged violation has in fact occurred." In re Exxon Corp., 83 F.T.c. 1759, 1760
pre-Complaint information to question

(1974). However, Respondents do not seek evidence of

"the adequacy" of the information. Respondents do not seek evidence of "the diligence" the
Commission applied to a "study of the material in question." Exxon is not on point.

Respondents must be permitted to support their affirmative defenses in this case with
evidence of

the Commission's refusal to explain to them that level, degree, quality, or quantity of

scientific evidence necessary to satisfy the "competent and reliable scientific evidence" standard

and refusal to identify reasonable disclaimers or qualifications for their claims. Those refusals
violate Respondents' rights under the Fifth and First Amendments to the United States

Constitution. That evidence is wholly relevant. It arises in the pre-Complaint phase of this case
and continues to this day. By eliminating all pre-Complaint evidence, your Honor encumbers
Respondents' right to defend themselves and to preserve for appellate review a full record.

Respondents are clearly prejudiced by the Order. The evidence goes to a standard that your

Honor wil apply later in the case. The events in the pre-Complaint phase thus follow through to
the Respondents' constitutional and

the present and constitute one continuous violation of

procedural rights to know with reasonable certainty the standard against which they wil be tred.
They are also entitled to know of obvious, less speech restrctive alternatives to a charge of
unlawful speech (here, deceptive advertising), i.e., to know what this agency wil accept in the
form of disclaimers or qualifications to render the challenged advertising acceptable to the

Commission. Those rights violations commence in the pre-Complaint phase and continue to the
present.
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The Constitution guarantees defendants "a meaningful opportnity to present a complete
467

defense." Crane v. Kentucky, 476 U.S. 683, 690 (1986) (citing California v. Trombetta,

U.S. 479, 485 (1984); Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 684-685 (1984)). A basic
requirement of due process is a fair trial in a fair tribunaL. Withrow v. Larkin, 421 U.S. 35,46-47

(1975) (citing In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136 (1955); Gibson v. Berryhil, 411 U.S. 564, 579

(1973)). That requirement applies to administrative agencies as well as to courts. !d. Your
Honor's Oath of

Offce requires faithful allegiance to the Constitution. 5 U.S.c. § 3331.

Respondents must be heard to present evidence of actions by this agency that undermine their
Constitutional rights and deny them procedural fairness.
An essential component of

procedural fairness is an opportnity to be heard. Id. (citing

In re Oliver, 333 U.S. 257, 273 (1948); Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385,394 (1914)). That

opportnity is denied if the FTC is permitted to exclude material evidence when such evidence is
this kind of exculpatory evidence

central to Respondents' affrmative defenses. "(E)xclusion of

deprives a defendant of

the basic right to have the. . . case encounter and 'survive the crucible of

meaningful adversarial testing.'" Id. (citing United States v. Cronic, 466 U.S. 648, 656 (1984);
Washington v. Texas, 388 U.S. 14,22-23 (1967)).

relevant evidence constitutes an abuse of

An administrative law judge's exclusion of

discretion and is grounds for remand. See Blinder, Robinson & Co. v. SEC, 837 F.2d 1099, 1112
(D.C. Cir. 1988); NLRB v. Process & Pollution Control Co., 588 F.2d 786, 790-91 (10th Cir.

1978) (reversible error to reject relevant evidence offered in an administrative hearing);

Northcutt v. Califano, 581 F .2d l64, 167 (8th Cir. 1978) (holding that plaintiff did not receive a

fair hearing because the administrative law judge failed to consider all relevant evidence). "In
short, the (agency) cannot tu a deaf ear to evidence that should, in reason, bear upon the
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judgment that the Commission is called upon to render." Blinder, 837 F.2d at 1111.
Further, your Honor issued the Order that excludes Pre-Complaint evidence in response

the Order, your Honor

to a motion in limine by Complaint CounseL. (Order at 1). On page 2 of

stated that "Evidence should be excluded on a motion in limine only when the evidence is clearly
inadmissible on all potential grounds," citing Hawthorne Partners v. AT&T Technologies, Inc.,

831 F. Supp. 1398,1400 (N.D. IlL. 1993) andSECv. Us. Environmental, Inc., 2002 WL
the evidence in support of

31323832 at *2 (S.D.N.Y. 2002). Thus, exclusion of

Respondents'

defenses would be an error of law, contrary to even the case law cited by your Honor.
Moreover, "( m lotions in limine are generally not proper vehicles for determining the

validity of affrmative defenses, as such questions require the resolution of factual issues." Int'l
Paper Co. v. Androscoggin Energy LLC, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6914 at *7 (N.D. IlL. Apr. 23,

2004) (citing Miles v. Barrington Motors Sales, Inc., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 22006 at *2 (N.D.

IlL. Dec. 5,2003); United States v. Tokash, 282 F.3d 962, 967 (7th Cir. 2003)). By excluding all

pre-Complaint evidence, your Honor effectively has ruled that Respondents' affrmative

defenses-including reliance on Constitutional rights-are invalid. Such a determination can
only be made, if at all, after a hearing at which evidence is submitted to substantiate the defenses,
not in a pre-hearng motion

in limine. Excluding the evidence prior to resolving factual issues at

hearing is contrary to even your Honor's statement in your November 4, 2004 Order Denying
Complaint Counsel's Motion to Strke Respondents' Additional Defenses. In that Order, your
Honor ruled that "Determnation of

Respondents' Fifth Amendment due process

the merits of

defense (and the first amendment defense) must be deferred until a factual record has been
developed." Order at 3. Thus, the Order excluding pre-Complaint evidence is contrary to your

Honor's prior ruling (November 4,2004) in which you stated that Respondents were entitled to
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develop a factual record on these issues. The determination of prejudged invalidity of
Respondents' affrmative defenses by granting Complaint Counsel's motion in limine summarily

precludes creation of a complete record for appeaL. It is antithetical to procedural fairness. It is
constitutionally infin and needs to be corrected before the hearing in March, either by your

Honor or by the Commission following an interlocutory appeaL.

The pre-Complaint evidence that Respondents seek to adduce is wholly and materially
relevant to Respondents' affirmative defenses. Permitting introduction of

the excluded evidence

wil guard against a miscarrage of justice by permitting Respondents to defend themselves fully.
By eliminating all pre-Complaint evidence, the Order creates a constitutionally-defective and
asymmetrical predicate for, and assures, an unfair proceeding.

II. FACTS
Prior to fiing of the Complaint on June 16, 2004, Respondents repeatedly asked the
Commission staff on numerous occasions what scientific evidence would satisfy the Commission

and what advertising disclaimers or qualifications the Commission would find acceptable. See,

e.g., RX-131; RX-134; RX-137; RX-138 (Attachment B). Respondents asked those questions in
repeated attempts to determine exactly what advertising Respondents could engage in while the

investigation was pending. Respondents received no substantive response from the Commission

or its staff. See RX-135 (Attachment C).
Upon issuance of a civil investigative demand compelling the production of all
corroborative science possessed by Respondents, FTC evaluated the information but did not
disclose the criteria used for the evaluation and did not disclose the scientists who advised it, the
scientific reports it received from those scientists, or even the precise content of, or reasons for,
its scientific findings.
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Thereafter, the Commission's undisclosed evaluation yielded a determination that
Respondents' scientific evidence was not competent and reliable. See RX- 126 (Attachment D).

Yet even then the Commission would not inform Respondents of what scientific evidence it

expected from them or what disclaimers or qualifications for the ads it would deem a suffcient
corrective. Instead, the Commission has proceeded in secret on these points, leaving
Respondents to engage in a guessing game with no real way of ever knowing what the FTC
expects from them.

III. PERTINENT RULES
Practice Section 3.23(b) (16 C.F.R. § 3.23) states, in pertinent part,

FTC Rule of

Appeals upon a determination by the Administrative Law Judge. Except as provided in

this section, applications for review of a ruling by the Administrative
Law Judge may be allowed only upon request made to the Administrative Law Judge and
a determination by the Administrative Law Judge in wrting, with justification in support
thereof, that the ruling involves a controllng question of law or policy as to which there
is substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate appeal from the
ruling may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation or subsequent
review will be an inadequate remedy. Applications for review in writing may be fied, not
to exceed fifteen (15) pages exclusive of
those attachments required below, within five
notice
of
the
Adminstrative
Law Judge's determination. Additionally, the
(5) days after
moving par is required to attach the ruling or part thereof from which appeal is being
taken and any other portions of the record on which the moving party is relying. Answer
thereto may be fied within five (5) days after service of the application for review. The
Commission may thereupon, in its discretion, permit an appeaL. Commission review, if
permitted, wil be confined to the application for review and answer thereto, without oral
argument or further briefs, unless otherwise ordered by the Commission.
paragraph (a) of

ANALYSIS

IV. LEGAL

Failure of

the Commission to define in a meaningful way what the "competent and

reliable scientific evidence" standard requires of

Respondents denies Respondents their Fifth

Amendment right to due process. The failure of the Commission to provide guidance concerning

what disclaimers or qualifications wil suffice to cure any perceived misleadingness is a violation
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of

Respondents' First Amendment rights. Respondents have a constitutional right that trumps

administrative process or convenience to use the Pre-Complaint evidence in support of those
affrmative defenses. Thus, the pre-Complaint evidence is wholly relevant to the case.

Moreover, there wil be no surprise to Complaint CounseL. Respondents made Complaint
Counsel aware of their intent to rely on constitutional affirmative defenses from the beginning of

the case. See, e.g., Respondents' Motion for Partial Summary Decision Adverse to Petitioner on
Validity of

Petitioner's "Competent & Reliable Scientific Evidence" Standard, or in the

Alternative, for Certification to the Commission, filed Jan. 28,2005.

A. The Pre-Complaint Evidence Precluded by the Order is Relevant to

Respondents' First Amendment Affrmative Defense
Claims in advertising are protected by the First Amendment as commercial speech so

long as the claims are not inerently misleading. See Bolger v. Youngs Drugs Products Corp.,
463 U.S. 60, 67-68 (1983); Rubin v. Coors Brewing Co., 514 U.S. 476 (1995). Under the First

Amendment commercial speech standard, only inerently misleading claims may be restrcted by
the state. Id. The Supreme Court repeatedly has expressed in its commercial speech
jurisprudence that disclosure is favored over suppression. See 44 Liquormart v. Rhode Island,

507 U.S. 484, 509 (1996)); In re R.MJ, 455 U.S. 191,203 (1982); Ibanez v. Florida Dep't of
Business and Prof'l Regulation, 512 U.S. 136, 144 (1994); Peel v. Attorney Registration and
Disciplinary Comm 'n, 496 U.S. 91, 99-111 (1990). The Supreme Court repeatedly has
expressed that less-speech-restrictive alternatives to outright suppression must be used if
available. !d.

The Supreme Court has held that the use of disclaimers to correct potential

misleadingness is an obvious, less-speech-restrctive alternative to outrght suppression. Thus,
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potentially misleading claims must be permitted with reasonable disclaimers designed to

eliminate misleading connotations. See In re R.M.J, 455 U.S. at 203 ("Restrictions
on.. .advertising may be no broader than reasonably necessary to prevent the deception.");
Ibanez, 512 U.S. at 144-46; Peel, 496 U.S. at 99-111 (1990). Under Pearson v. Shalala, 164 F.

3d 650, 656 (D.C. Cir. 1999), inconclusive science renders a claim, at worst, only "potentially

misleading," constitutionally requiring resort to a disclaimer as a less-speech-restrictive
alternative to claim restriction.

The issue in this FTC adjudicative proceeding is whether the scientific evidence

"competent and reliable scientific evidence"

supporting Respondents' claims rises to the level of

sufficient to satisfy FTC that the claims are not deceptive. That standard must be defined by this
agency in a maner consistent with existing First Amendment precedent. The First Amendment

doest not allow suppression or punishment of paries who communicate impliedly deceptive but
not fraudulent claims. Potentially misleading claims, i.e., those capable of a misleading
connotation, may not be deemed unlawful but must be allowed into the market with such

qualifications or disclaimers as are necessary to eliminate misleadingness. See Peel, 496 U.S. at
110; R.M.J, 455 U.S. at 206; Shapero v. Kentucky Bar Ass 'n, 486 U.S. 466, 478 (1988).

The Commission's advertising substantiation standard must distinguish potentially from

inerently misleading claims and must rely on qualifications or disclaimers to eliminate
misleadingness in all instances where the claims are, at worst, only potentially misleading.

Finally, the comparative weight of its evaluative criteria must be explained either case-by-case in
adjudicated findings and conclusions (not

just in consent orders) or in a general rule. Thus,

evidence concerning Respondents' efforts, during the pre-Complaint investigation by the

Commission, to obtain guidance from the Commission and its staff concerning the substantiation
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standards and potential qualifications or disclaimers that would be acceptable to the Commission

are relevant and material to Respondents' affrmative defense based on the lawful exercise of
First Amendment rights.

Under the First Amendment, any restraint on speech must be lifted at the earliest possible
moment if an obvious, less-speech-restrictive alternative can be found to achieve the
governent's legitimate ends. See Freedman v. Maryland, 380 u.s. 51, 58-59 (1965) ("Any

restraint imposed in advance of a final determination on the merits must.. .be limited.. .to the

shortest fixed period compatible with sound judicial resolution."). Delay in receipt of justice in
the presence of governent speech suppression is the bane of the First Amendment and cannot

be tolerated. See generally New York Times Co. v. United States, 403 U.S. 713, 7l4-15 (1971);

Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 374 (1976); Bantam Books, Inc. v. Sullivan, 372 U.S. 58, 70

(1963) (holding that judicial determination of a prior restraint on the freedom of expression must
be "almost imediate").

Consequently, Respondents' efforts to ascertain from the Commission and its staff

exactly what tye of scientific evidence and disclaimers the Respondents would need to satisfy
line in ths administrative proceeding,

the Commission is important evidence relating to the time

which commenced in Part II and continued in Part III under the Commission's Rules of

Practice.

That evidence is relevant because it shows that the FTC has refused to limit its suppression of
Respondents' speech to the shortest fixed period possible but that it has delayed in providing
justice to Respondents. Thus, the pre-Complaint evidence is wholly relevant to Respondents'

First Amendment affrmative defense. It is manifest and plain error to exclude evidence that

would support affinative constitutional defenses. The Chief ALl's Order warrants immediate
review by the Commission if it is not voluntarily withdrawn.
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B. The Pre-Complaint Evidence Precluded by the Order is Relevant to

Respondents' Fifth Amendment Affirmative Defense
It is a basic principle of due process that a law is void for vagueness if its prohibitions are

not clearly defined. Grayned v. Rockford, 408 u.s. 105, 108 (1972). Vague laws offend several

important values: (1) laws must give the person of ordinar intelligence a reasonable opportnity
to know what is prohibited so that he may steer between lawful and unlawful conduct, (2) if
arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement is to be prevented, laws must provide explicit standards
basic

for those who apply them, and (3) "where a vague statute 'abut(s) upon sensitive areas of

First Amendment freedoms,' it 'operates to inhibit the exercise of (those) freedoms.'" Id. at 10809 (quoting Baggett v. Bullitt, 377 U.S. 360, 372 (1964); Cramp v. Bd. of

Public Instruction, 368
permissible statutory vagueness may

u.s. 278, 287 (1961)). Importantly, "stricter standards of

'te applied to a (law) having a potentially inibiting effect on speech." Smith v. California, 361
u.s. 147, 151 (1959). Under the Fifth Amendment, a law is unconstitutionally vague ifit does

not provide regulatees with sufficient information to discern how to conform their conduct to the
requirements of

the law. See Grayned, 408 u.s. at 105; Zauderer v. Ohio, 471 U.S. 626 (1985).

The Fifth Amendment requires the Commssion to inform Respondents of

what science is

needed to meet the "competent and reliable scientific evidence standard" so that Respondents

may discern how to conform their conduct to the requirements of the Rule. Despite the fact that
the Commission must provide Respondents (and all regulates) with specific guidance, the FTC

has chosen not to reveal what objective criteria it uses to evaluate scientific evidence submitted
to it in response to access letters and civil investigative demands that call into question scientific

corroboration for advertised diet supplement and weight-loss claims. Moreover, the FTC

frequently disagrees with regulatees concernng whether the science they have marshaled in
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support of claims is "competent and reliable," See, e.g., In re Schering Corp., 118 F. T.e. 1030

(1994); In re Metagenics, 124 F.T.C. 483 (l997); In re Nature's Bounty, 130 F.T.e. 206 (1995),
but does not apprise regulates of the science it expects them to possess before making the claims
or before continuing to make the claims.

Respondents are unable to discern from FTC precedent what principles guide the agency

in making its determinations on the corroborative suffciency of science supporting claims in
advertising for diet and weight-loss supplements. Therefore, prior to the filing of the Complaint
on June 16, 2004, Respondents specifically asked the Commission on numerous instances

exactly what type of scientific evidence they would need to satisfy the Commission and what

disclaimers would satisfy the Commission. See, e.g., RX-134; RX-137; RX-138 (Attachment B).
Respondents received no substantive response from the Commission. See RX- 135 (Attachment

C). Upon issuance of a civil investigative demand compelling the production of all corroborative
science possessed by Respondents, FTC evaluated the information but did not disclose the

criteria used for the evaluation and did not disclose the scientists who advised it, the scientific
reports it received from those scientists, or even the precise content of, or reasons for, its

scientific findings. Thereafter, the agency's undisclosed evaluation yielded a determination that

Respondents' scientific evidence was not "competent and reliable." See RX-126 (Attachment
D).

In the absence of principles to guide them, Respondents are entirely at a loss to know

whether, if ever, the scientific evidence they possess will satisfy FTC's substantively undefined

standard for advertised claims in the challenged advertisements. The lack of a comparable, clear
definition for "competent and reliable scientific evidence" makes it impossible for Respondents

to discern what level, degree, quality, quantity, and kind of scientific evidence FTC wil consider
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necessary and sufficient support for any particular claim. Moreover, Respondents cannot
determine how best to qualify the claims to address any concerns the FTC may have about the

the claimed benefits. In short, FTC's criteria

extent to which the science provides evidence of

for evaluating claims and its weighing of those criteria are hidden from Respondents and other
advertisers of diet and weight-loss supplements.

The Commission did not provide Respondents with suffcient information to discern how
to conform their conduct to the requirements of

the law. The absence of defined criteria is a

constitutional violation. Respondents effectively are deprived of their libert and propert rights

in their chosen commercial speech and advertising because they cannot discern in advance,

through the exercise of reason, what FTC wil and wil not accept as scientific corroboration for

claims. This affrmative defense is central to defending Respondents' interests. Thus, evidence
in support of

this defense is wholly relevant and material to this adjudicative proceeding.

Respondents are entitled to present this relevant evidence in support of their affrmative defense.
See Blinder, Robinson & Co. v. SEC, 837 F.2d 1099, 1112 (D.e. Cir. 1988); NLRB v. Process &

Pollution Control Co., 588 F.2d 786, 790-91 (10th Cir. 1978); Northcutt v. Califano, 581 F.2d
164, 167 (8th Cir. 1978).
If

your Honor does not believe he is empowered to rule on constitutional issues, the

alternative request for an immediate interlocutory appeal to the full Commssion is warranted
and should be granted.
C. This Case Is Ripe for Interlocutory Review

Applications for review of an Administrative Law Judge's ruling may be allowed upon a
determation that (1) the ruling involves a controllng question oflaw or policy as to
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which there is substantial ground for difference of opinion and (2) an immediate appeal from the
ruling may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation or subsequent review
will be an inadequate remedy. FTC Rule of

Practice Section 3.23(b). Both factors are met in

this instance.
1. The Order Presents a Controllng Question of Law

Your Honor's Order involves "a controlling question of law or policy as to which there is

substantial ground for difference of opinion." A question is deemed controlling "if it may

contrbute to the determination, at an early stage, of a wide spectrum of cases." Rambus Inc.,
2003 F.T.e. LEXIS 49 at *9 (Mar. 26,2003) (citing Automotive Breakthrough Sciences, Inc.,
1996 F.T.e. LEXIS 478 at *1 (Nov. 5, 1996)).
If ALJs are permitted to exclude evidence of

unconstitutional acts on the part of

the

Commission because the events occured before a certain point in time (i.e., prior to fiing of

the

Complaint), then all Respondents before the FTC are placed in the same situation as

Respondents, precluded from defending themselves before the Commission. The Constitutional
rights of

all present and future Respondents are injeopardy, and, thus, interlocutory review of

those issues wil contrbute to the determination of a wide spectrm of cases.
The difference of opinion in this case lies in the application of In re Exxon Corporation,

83 F.Te. 1759, 1760 (1974), to the present case. The issue in Exxon was whether Congress
intedered with the FTC's judicial function to the point where the Commssion was pressured to
take enforcement action despite the fact that the enforcement actions were not in the public

interest. The ALJ refused to permit evidence concerning "matters that go to the mental processes
of

the Commissioners." In this case, however, Respondents do not wish to use the pre-

Complaint evidence to probe the mental processes ofthe Commissioners. Rather, Respondents
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wish to use the evidence to support their constitutionally-based affirmative defenses. In Exxon,
the AU explained that the issue to be litigated was "whether the alleged violation ha( d) in fact

occurred." That is precisely the issue Respondents wish to address with their pre-Complaint
evidence, as Respondents argue that it is impossible to violate an unconstitutional law. Thus,
there is a legitimate difference of opinion on how to apply Exxon to a case like the instant case.

2. Subsequent Review of the Record Wil Be an Inadequate Remedy

Subsequent review of the record in this case wil be an inadequate remedy because an
appellate court may review only the administrative record from the agency proceedings. Citizens

the pre-Complaint

to Preserve Overton Park v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 419-420 (1971). If

evidence is excluded, that evidence wil not become part of the administrative record. Therefore,
following the completion of the hearing, Respondents would be prevented from appealing the
exclusion of

the pre-Complaint evidence because that evidence would not be part of

the record.

Thus, immediate review of the Order precluding pre-Complaint evidence is the only means by

which Respondents can obtain review ofthe ruling. Interlocutory review is therefore waranted
in this instance.

v. CONCLUSION
In the absence of clear criteria for discerng whether a claim is backed by "competent
and reliable scientific evidence," Respondents could not reasonably anticipate whether FTC

would agree with them that their science would be adequate support for prospective advertising
claims and could not know whether any paricular disclaimer could elimiate FTC concerns that

would otherwise arise. FTC's refusal to supply Respondents with guidance when asked violated

Respondents' First and Fift Amendment rights. Respondents should be entitled to present
relevant and material evidence in support of that affirmative defense. Respondents respectfully
14

request that your Honor certify those portions hereinabove mentioned of

the January 10,2006

Order for interlocutory review under Rule 3.23(b) or, in the alternative, to reconsider and to
reverse that Order.
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funher exan:riuation on the area Mowrey was unble to address. Opposition at 14.
With respec to Complait Comiel's request to preclude Resndents froin presentig .
at tral concerng the maufactue of
the chaenged products, CompJai-Col.el's
motion is DENID. Resondents shal make Mich.ael Meade avaiable for deosition for the
tesmony

limited topic of the manufacture, including the manufacte~, of

the challenged products. The

deposition shal be lited to two hour and shal be completed withn i 0 busines days or a date .
mutuly
agreed upon tht is at leat 20 days prior to the sta of mal
D. Testim.onyon Ib.e pre-Complaint Investgation
.

Resondents' FÜi.u Witness List indicates that the intended tetiony for Denns W. Gay,
Carla Fobbs, -and MitcheU K. Fnedlander includes "the investigation by the Federal Tra
Commsson ene") and the imact of the mvesgation and procegs:' Respondents' Final
Witnes List at 2. Complaint Counel scc to preclude testony from these and any

other

witnesses concerng the FlC's jnvestigation and its impact on grounds that'such testimony is
irelevant to the issues
to be tred. Motion at 19.
Resondents argue they are entitled to ca Gay, Fobbs, and Friedlander to tcstify
concerng Resondents' effort, durg the pre-omplait invegaton by the Commssion to
obta guidace from the Commsion concrnng the Commsion's sustantiaton stadar.

Opposition at 15. Respondents furer state'such testiony is relevat to Complait Couner s
pre-CooplaiDt protocol; Resondents' good fath volunta subnlssion of material in support of
their claims; Complat Counel's reaonable b~is for issuing the Complait; and'

the eostly and

tie-consuing efforts underen by Resondents to comply with the pre-Complait

the chages brought by the Commission.

investigation and post-Complai defene of

Opposition at i 5-16.

By previous Orders, Resondents have been repeatedy -itrcted that, "the issue to be
litigated at the tral in ths matter is whether Resondents violated the FlC Act's prohiòition
agait fal and mileaing advertsig." Order on Complait Counel's Motion to Stre

Defenses, 2004 FTC LE 211, *3 (Nov- 4,2004). See also Order
Denyig Basic Reseach's Motion to CompeL. 2004 FTC LEXI 210, *10 (Nov. 4, 20(4) ("(tlhe
Respondents' Additional

issue to be tred is whether Resondents dissemated fale and misleading adverng, not the
Comision's decsion to fie the Complait").
;;
The pre-Complaint invesgaons are clealy irelevant to the present matter before the
Cour. See In re Exon Corp., 83 P.T.C. 1759, 1760 (1974). "Once the Commission ha . _ .
issued a complait, the issue to be litigated is not the adequacy of the Commission's preconilamt inormation or thc dìügcnce of ic; srudy of the: watt;ii.d iii qLlCStiOU bat w i.~thcí the
alleged vioJaô~nhas in fact

ocured ¡d.

Pursuant to Commssion Rule 3.43, "(ilrrelevan inateral and unreliable evidence shall
8
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be excluded." 16 C.F.R. § 3.43. To the extent

~010/015

Resondcnts seek to introduce evïdence

on Complait Counsel's pre-Compla(protocol, Complait Counsel's reasonale basis for
issing the Complat. or the cost to Resndents to comply

with the and
pre-Complat
invesgation and post-cmplait defenses, such evidence is irelevan
sh be excluded. In
th resec Complat ColUsel's niotion is GRATED in par .

With reec to other proffered evidence, Complait Counsel, as the par with the burden
on its motion in lrmine, bas not clealy arcuated the evidence sought to be excluded or the

reasns therefor. Accordigly, Complait Counel's motion is DENID in part As to such
other evidence, Respondents must be prepar to demonstrate at tral the relevance to the isses
raised in the Complait an~ Respondents' vald defenses thereto. Complai Counsel may then

rae its specifc objections. .
. E. Testiony on Safety Clai

Respondents' Final Witness List indicates that the intended.teony for Complait
Cpunsel's Expert Witneses, Steven Heymfield, M.D. and Rober EckeL, M.D. includeš
tesony regarding "safety clai made in adversements for dieta suppleientsandlor weight

control products." R~'P0ndents' Final Witness List at 4-5. Complait Counel aser tb.e

Complait in th case does not alege any fase or deceptive adverg with regad to safety
clai and thus any such testiony is irelevant to the issues to be tred. Motion at 22.
on Complait Counsel's representaon ñi its Motion

Respondents asert th they will rely

1l ..the Complait in ths case does not allege any false OT decptive advertsing with respect to
safety
clai." Opposition at 16 (quotig Motion at 22). Based on Complait Counel's
represtation, Resndents agee not to queson Complaint Counl's experts roncemng safety
clai in CoIlection with the chlened advertsements. Opposition at 16_ But Respondents

state they reserve the nght to exame any knowledgeable witness conceming the use and reliance .
on anecota evidence and cae reports jn the context of safety issues generaly. Opposition at i 6.

Based on these representations) with respect to Complat Counsel's reques to lit
Resondcnts from questonig Heymfield and Eckel concg safety clai made in
adverements for diet supplements and/or weigh control produc, the Motion is
GRAD. With resect to any

other sarty related issues tlat might be raised durg tial the

Court will rue on the adbilty of such evidence at the appropriate time.

F. 'CWithout litation" Term
.

On Resonden' Final Witness List Resondens have used the tenn "witout limtation"
to preace. eac1. descrption ofintc\&d testiony. Cöml'laí Counel Mgtlc.s that the. "wiout
limtation"pi-face is an apparent effort to alow Respondents to delve ino uiore subject area

than lied. Motion at 23. Complaint Counel seeks an order stg the phrase, 'without

linùtaon/' and liti.g Resondents to tesony that with reson fdlJs with the subject
9
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